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FOREWARD
For a story that spans centuries, a quarter of one shouldn’t feel so long, but it sure does.
So much has happened in the past 25 years, in the BattleTech universe and our own. And it is interesting
how some things have overlapped between the two universes, such as the fall of the Soviet Empire, or
the invention of myomer technology for limb replacement. I only hope more similarities don’t develop,
because while the BattleTech universe is a fun place to visit, I wouldn’t want my kids to live there.
It has been an amazing ride that I never anticipated. Well, that’s not completely true. I think any time
you write a story, you hope it will be appreciated for many years to come, but you never really expect
that to happen, and so I remain blown away by how dynamic the BattleTech universe continues to be.
The reason for that relevance and freshness is simple. While I had the honor to start this ball rolling,
the creative powers of the thousands who came after me keep it rolling and gaining speed. When I
reflect back on the who’s who of artists and writers that have contributed to the BattleTech universe,
it takes my breath away. Some of the best times of my creative life were the brainstorming sessions
and story development meetings, working with the ever-changing but always talented collection of
writers that continue to bring this universe to life, and the sketching sessions with fantastic concept
artists and illustrators visualizing how this universe looks and feels, or figuring out the implied logic
of how a new ’Mech or vehicle would work.
But the real strength of the BattleTech universe comes from you: the readers, fans and players. The fan
fiction and art plays a huge part in keeping us all involved in a universe we share and love. I remember
being at a convention soon after the publication of the first version (then called BattleDroids) and
having players tell me the stories of their units and battles. Thankfully, 25 years later, they are still
telling them.
Jordan Weisman • May 2009
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

INTRODUCTION

I

t all began in 1984. As the anime craze began to make its way to the
American market, FASA Corporation published BattleDroids (which would
become BattleTech in 1985); a stand alone box set game that immersed
players into a brand new, epic science fiction universe, with a fun game to back
it up. The visceral feel of metal titans storming across alien worlds, combined
with the in-depth crafting of the universe and the dynamic, realistic characters
created an instant success that has gone on to become one of the best selling
and most recognized names in the adventure gaming industry. It has also
reached far beyond that core market, spawning over a hundred novels, over a
dozen computer game and computer game expansions, numerous virtual world
centers, toys, comic books, a cartoon series and more.
25 Years of Art and Fiction is a retrospective of the best art that BattleTech has
generated over the years, wedded to all new fiction to showcase the universe’s
vibrancy; strong and still growing. Paired with the words and images are sections
detailing the publication history of the game—printed books and computer
games—as well as a first-ever-published comprehensive universe timeline.

STORY FICTION VS. SOURCEBOOK FICTION
BattleTech uses two different types of fiction to convey its story. “Story fiction”
includes novels, novellas, short stories and so on; fiction that puts the reader
inside the heads of the characters that populate the universe. The 19 short stories
in this book are examples of “story fiction.” “Sourcebook fiction”—which appears
in the various Handbooks, Historicals, Technical Readouts, scenario packs and so
on (see Bibliography, p. 280)—presents story elements as though the reader were
a character transplanted into the game universe, reading military documents,
historical texts, secret security briefs, intercepted personal communications,
local newspapers and so on. These two methods work hand-in-hand to bring the
BattleTech universe to life.
For those who have never heard or experienced BattleTech before, the following
are a series of “sourcebook fiction” pieces that will provide an overview of the
most important aspects of the universe. Armed with this information you’ll be
able to follow the short stories in this book with more ease, allowing for greater
enjoyment.
There are various BattleTech Eras; distinct timeframes that mark different
setting styles and the fiction and game play that occurs (see BattleTech Eras, p. 16,
for more in-depth information). The following excerpts cover up to the start of the
Jihad, the current universe-shaking story-line unfolding in BattleTech sourcebooks
and fiction. Information on MechWarrior Dark Age, the era after the Jihad is found
starting on p. 238.

A TIME OF WAR
— Excerpt from Humanity’s Destiny (ﬁrst year geopolitical curriculum text, condensed by Misha Auburn from Manifest Destiny:
Humanity’s Star Empires, by Misha Auburn, Commonwealth Press, 3067/3054)
For almost a thousand years, humans have journeyed into the
far reaches of space, colonizing thousands of worlds and forming
starspanning nations. From these grew the ﬁve vast star empires
that make up the Inner Sphere.
But the Inner Sphere was divided. Its ruling dynasties warred
constantly over colony worlds with valuable resources. These
titanic struggles led to the development of BattleMechs: gigantic,
humanoid battle machines bristling with lethal weapons. From
the twenty-ﬁfth century onward, these walking tanks ruled the
battleﬁelds. BattleMechs and their skilled pilots changed combat
forever.
As the price of conﬂict grew, the Inner Sphere tired of war.
In 2571, the ﬁve ruling Houses joined together with the Terran
Hegemony in the Star League, a federation led by a Hegemony
First Lord and served by its own army: the Star League Defense
Force. For nearly two hundred years, the Star League brought the
Inner Sphere peace and prosperity.
In 2751, the sudden death of its First Lord left the Star League
in the care of a child. Young Richard Cameron ruled in name, but
the real power lay with the ﬁve Council Lords, each a sovereign
of the original ﬁve Great Houses. Ambitious and distrustful, they
plotted against one another, while a Machiavellian prince from the
Periphery named Stefan Amaris wormed his way into Richard’s
trusting heart. In 2766, Amaris assassinated the young First Lord
and took control of the Star League in a bloody coup d’etat.
The Star League Defense Force, commanded by the brilliant
General Aleksandr Kerensky, refused to accept Amaris’ rule. For
thirteen years, they fought him in a bitter civil war that was the
largest conﬂict yet fought by humanity. Kerensky’s forces won, but
at a terrible price. In the chaos that followed, the Council Lords
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were each determined to step in as First Lord. Despite Kerensky’s
efforts to hold the failing Star League together, it dissolved amid
mutual hostility in 2781.
Unable to halt the impending conﬂict between the ﬁve Great
Houses, Kerensky appealed to his soldiers to join him in leaving
the Inner Sphere. Nearly eighty percent of the Star League army
heeded Kerensky’s call to build a new Star League far beyond the
explored universe. In 2784, Kerensky and his followers abandoned
their homes and headed into uncharted space, presumably never
to return.
War followed war in the wake of Kerensky’s dramatic departure.
For nearly three centuries, the Houses of the Inner Sphere fought
in vain for the right to rule over all humanity. These Succession
Wars brought ever-shifting alliances and cost the Inner Sphere
precious, irreplaceable technology. Constantly maneuvering
for position—including the grand alliance of Houses Davion and
Steiner signed in 3022 that would eventually lead to the formation
of the fearsome Federated Commonwealth—the House Lords
assumed that the most dangerous enemy they would ever face
was each other.
They were wrong.
Even as the Inner Sphere was blowing back its technological
and industrial base almost a thousand years, Kerensky’s followers
built a new society in the harsh environs beyond known space.
They developed a rigid caste system, designed to produce the
ultimate warriors. For nearly three centuries, the separate castes
of Kerensky’s Clans were uniﬁed by one burning ideal: that when
the time was right, they would return home and conquer the Inner
Sphere. They would become the saviors of humanity, rebuilding the
Star League in their own image.
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BATTLETECH TIMELINE
BATTLETECH ERAS
The BattleTech universe is a living, vibrant entity that grows each year as more sourcebooks and fiction are published. A dynamic universe, its setting and
characters evolve over time within a highly detailed continuity framework, bringing everything to life in a way a static game universe cannot match.
However, the same dynamic energy that makes BattleTech so compelling can also make it confusing, with so many sourcebooks published over the years. As
people encounter BattleTech, get hooked and start to obtain sourcebooks, they need to know where a particular sourcebook is best used along the BattleTech
timeline.
To help quickly and easily convey the timeline of the BattleTech universe—and to allow a player to easily “plug in” a given sourcebook—we’ve divided BattleTech
into six major eras. (For those that own the BattleTech Introductory Box Set, the year dates in parentheses following each era’s title correspond to the maps found
in the Inner Sphere at a Glance sourcebook.)
Note that if a Catalyst Game Labs BattleTech product does not contain an era logo, then it is considered a core rulebook or supplement to be used across all eras,
such as the Introductory Box Set, Total Warfare and so on.

STAR LEAGUE (2570)

CIVIL WAR (3062, 3067)

Ian Cameron, ruler of the Terran Hegemony,
concludes decades of tireless effort with the
creation of the Star League, a political and
military alliance between all Great Houses
and the Hegemony. Star League armed forces
immediately launch the Reunification War,
forcing the Periphery realms to join. For the next
two centuries, humanity experiences a golden age
across the thousand light-years of human- occupied
space known as the Inner Sphere. It also sees the creation of the most powerful
military in human history.

The Clan threat is eventually lessened with the
complete destruction of a Clan. With that massive
external threat apparently neutralized, internal
conflicts explode around the Inner Sphere. House
Liao conquers its former Commonality, the St. Ives
Compact; a rebellion of military units belonging to
House Kurita sparks a war with their powerful border
enemy, Clan Ghost Bear; the fabulously powerful
Federated Commonwealth of House Steiner and House
Davion collapses into five long years of bitter civil war.

JIHAD (3067, CURRENT)
SUCCESSION WARS (3025, 3030, 3040)
Every last member of First Lord Richard Cameron’s
family is killed during a coup launched by Stefan
Amaris. Following the thirteen-year war to unseat
him, the rulers of each of the five Great Houses
disband the Star League. General Aleksandr
Kerensky departs with eighty percent of the Star
League Defense Force beyond known space and
the Inner Sphere collapses into centuries of warfare
known as the Succession Wars that will eventually result
in a massive loss of technology across most worlds.

Following the Federated Commonwealth Civil War,
the leaders of the Great Houses meet and disband
the new Star League, declaring it a sham. The
pseudo-religious Word of Blake—a splinter group of
ComStar, the protectors and controllers of interstellar
communication—launch the Jihad: an interstellar
war that will ultimately pit every faction against each
other and even against themselves, as weapons of mass
destruction are used for the first time in centuries while new
and frightening technologies are likewise unleashed.

DARK AGE (3132+)
CLAN INVASION (3052, 3057)
A mysterious invading force strikes the coreward
region of the Inner Sphere. The invaders, called the
Clans, are descendants of Kerensky’s SLDF troops,
forged into a society dedicated to becoming the
greatest fighting force in history. With vastly superior
technology and warriors, the Clans conquer world
after world. Eventually this outside threat will forge
a new Star League, something hundreds of years of
warfare failed to accomplish. In addition, the Clans will act
as a catalyst for a technological renaissance.
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Under the guidance of Devlin Stone, the Republic
of the Sphere is born at the heart of the Inner Sphere
following the Jihad. One of the more extensive
periods of peace begins to break out as the 32nd
century dawns. The factions, to one degree or another,
embrace disarmament and the massive armies of
the Succession Wars begin to fade. However, in 3132
eighty percent of interstellar communications collapses,
throwing the universe into chaos. Wars almost immediately
erupt and the factions begin rebuilding their armies.
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T I M E L I N E

PRE-STAR LEAGUE ERA
2005
• Crippen Station put into orbit
2007
• Crippen Station ﬁtted with construction
platforms
2011
• Tikonov Accords signed
• Second Soviet Civil War begins
2014
• Second Soviet Civil War ends
• Western Alliance formed
2015
• Alliance World Parliament formed
2016
• Western Alliance Space Command formed
2017
• AS Altair launched
2018
• Kearny and Fuchida begin publishing theories
2020
• First self-sustaining fusion reaction developed
2021
• First commercially available fusion power plant
developed
2022
• Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere formed
2024
• Osaka Agreement announced
2026
• First working fusion drive developed
2027
• AS Columbia voyages to Mars
2028
• Magellan Project initiated
2030
• Magellan One launched
2086
• Terran Alliance formed
2102
• Kearny-Fuchida drive proven feasible

ARTIST: BRENT EVANS
PUBLICATION: HANDBOOK: HOUSE DAVION
YEAR: 2007

2103
• Deimos Project authorized

2168
• First Alliance Grand Survey initiated

2107
• First hyperspatial jump made

2172
• First Alliance Grand Survey completed, 108
worlds colonized in a 60 light-year radius

2108
• Raymond Bache becomes ﬁrst human to
experience hyperspatial jump
• TAS Pathﬁnder makes jump to Tau Ceti IV (New
Earth)
2110
• First scientiﬁc outpost outside Sol system
established
2112
• Research outpost established on New Earth
2116
• TAS Ark launched

2193
• Chesterton Trade League founded
2195
• Second Alliance Grand Survey completed, 204
worlds colonized in a 85 light-year radius
2219
• Third Alliance Grand Survey completed, 316
worlds colonized in a 120 light-year radius

• First interstellar colony established on New
Earth

2225
• Korvin Doctrine established

2120
• Terran Space Navy created

2235
• Tamar Pact formed

2122
• TAS Charger launched

• Fourth Alliance Grand Survey of Inhabited
Planets completed, 628 worlds in a 250 lightyear radius

2128
• TAS Liberator misjumps
• Colonization Procedure Referendum passed
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2177
• Ryan Cartel formed
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TERRAN HEGEMONY ERA
2236
• Denebola and Freedom declare themselves
independent

2295
• Stewart Commonality annexed by FWL

• Outer Reaches Rebellion begins

• James McKenna takes command of Terran
Alliance Navy

2237
• Alliance Liberal Party comes to power

2299
• Federation of Skye formed

• New Avalon Grain Rebellion
2300
• TAS Dreadnought, the ﬁrst true combat
warship, launched

2238
• Marik declares independence
• Charles Marik forms Republic of Marik

2302
• Alliance of Galedon formed

• Outer Reaches Rebellion ends
2239
• Covenant of New Avalon ratiﬁed
2241
• Marik Constitution passed at Constitutional
Convention of Republic of Marik

2305
• Capellan-Supremacy War begins

2335
• Taurian Concordat formed

2306
• Ryerson Accords signed

2338
• TH invasion of Syrma

• FWL allies with Capellan Hegemony

• Federation of Oriente founded
2242
• Terran Alliance makes Demarcation Declaration

2308
• Arboris secedes from Capellan Hegemony

2340
• TH Hegemony Research Alliance Department
created

• FWL withdraws alliance with Capellan Hegemony

• Exodus begins

2309
• Capellan-Supremacy War ends

2243
• Tikonov Grand Union founded

2310
• Capellan Commonality formed

2245
• St. Ives Mercantile Association founded

2311
• Council of One summit meeting

2250
• Sian Supremacy founded
• Rim Worlds Republic formed
• Calderon Flotilla leaves Aix-La-Chappelle

2314
• Terran Alliance dissolved

2255
• Second Covenant of New Avalon ratiﬁed

2315
• Terran Hegemony formed
• Duchy of Liao formed

2270
• Capellan Hegemony founded

2341
• Lyran Commonwealth founded
2343
• TH Hegemony Business Information Exchange
formed
2345
• Federated Suns and Capellan Commonality sign
Acala Pact
2346
• Federated Suns and Capellan Commonality sign
Almach Accord
2350
• TH Operation Musclebound takes place

• Terran Hegemony Charter issued

• Capellan Renaissance begins

2316
• Juliano Marik signs Treaty of Terra

2271
• Republic of Marik, Federation of Oriente, and
Principality of Regulus sign Document of
Incorporation, forming Free Worlds League
• Treaty of Marik passed
2293
• Stewart War takes place
• First New Avalon-built freighter dedicated

2351
• TH Peers List created

• TH invasion of Quentin, Errai, and Helen

2365
• Aris Crisis begins in Capellan Commonality

2317
• Crucis Pact signed, forming Federated Suns

2366
• Capellan Confederation founded

• James McKenna elected TH Director-General

2319
• Draconis Combine founded

• FWL begins occupation of Capellan
Confederation border worlds

2320
• TH invasion of Terra Firma, Capella and Nanking
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OZYMANDIAS

VICTOR MILAN

BORGAN’S RIFT
MAGISTRACY OF CANOPUS
22 FEBRUARY 3049
Cassiopeia Suthorn, probably eighteen, knelt naked on the floor inside the
tent, the tip of a wavy-bladed dagger pressed to the sweat-rivulet running down
her sternum.
It was cool in the little tent. The texture of the inadequate microbubble pad
built into the shelter bottom embossed her knees. An escaped strand of long
tied-back black hair tickled her cheek.
Around her in the gloom lay a sad little scatter of uniform and gear. She had no
real possessions. Only the kris she’d brought with her from her homeworld.
Her eyes were dry until stinging sweat ran into them.
Her arms quivered. She drew a deep breath, straightened, applied pressure.
Felt the welcome pain of Blood-drinker’s point dig into the skin over her heart.
“Private Suthorn!” a voice rapped from right outside. “Front and center. The boy
jefe wants you.”
She hesitated. She was so close to freedom. Maybe for the first time in her short
life.
But Staff Sergeant Buck Evans was one of the few people in the whole
Seventeenth Recon Regiment, known as Camacho’s Caballeros, who treated her
halfway decent.
She sighed and lowered the knife. After all, it was always with her.
“Coming,” she shouted. “I been asleep. Just gimme a minute.”
In a moment she was outside, trying to pluck and yank her baggy, olive-drab
Free World League Military-pattern coveralls into something resembling order.
Though they fit her as well as if she’d pulled on the one person-tent, they still felt
constricting.
Dawn on Borgan’s Rift’s consisted of a tiny, bluish-white point between the
horizon and yellow clouds. It hurt to look anywhere near it. She felt the distant
sun’s UV sizzling on her cinnamon-colored skin. It reminded her of home.
She’d hated her homeworld, Larsha. At least after the BattleMechs had
destroyed her home and killed her father in a raid when she was small. Then,
thirteen years later, enemy ’Mechs—different outfit, different foe; Cassie hated
the walking killing-machines all the same—had come back to Larsha. That time
she’d gone with them.
As always, the BattleMechs were the first thing to meet her eyes when she
emerged: four vaguely manlike shapes, ten meters tall and more, parked quartering
the hilltop where the Caballeros had pitched their camp so that a single missile
volley wouldn’t take them all out at once, facing outward as if vigilant.
Next was Evans himself, tall and lanky, with pale blue eyes perpetually squinting
in a face that looked as if it had been hacked out with a chainsaw and topped
with a shock of straw hair. He nodded and turned toward the hilltop. Loose gait
and generally disreputable air notwithstanding, his regulation OD MechWarrior
jumpsuit was spotless.
Cassie followed through the small camp. The colorful tents mostly belonged to
what the ’lleros called Aztechs; like any MechWarrior outfit, the detached Lance
carried far more technicians than pilots. She passed Tino, a White Mountain
Apache kid, bandy-legged and shorter than her 165 centimeters, pushing a TIG
welder on a cart. His moon face split into a quick grin beneath his turned-around
ball cap before he looked quickly away.
Along with Evans, he was the closest thing she had to a friend on this alien
world. The rest …. well, at best they didn’t deign to notice her.
She missed the children. Camacho’s Caballeros were as much a tribe as a
military outfit; mothers were liable to pilot ’Mechs alongside fathers, and the
children came with them. Cassie got along okay with the kids. They lacked the
adults’ prickly pride—and their prejudices.
A hand clamped onto her rump. “Hey, there, li’l darlin’!” an unfortunately familiar
voice said in her ear. “’Least you got some meat worth hanging onto, skinny little
thing that you are. Turn around and give Cowboy a kiss, now.”
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She did. Whirling, she peeled his right hand off her right cheek by the wrist,
locked out his elbow with her left forearm, and with a vicious hip-twist planted
him facefirst in brick-hard khaki dirt.
“Kiss the planet,” she suggested. “That’s the only kind you’ll get from me.”
Though just a year older and rail-lean himself, Cowboy was much stronger
than Cassie. Of course: he was male. Further evidence of the Universe’s intrinsic
unfairness.
To even the odds, Cassie didn’t fight fair. She’d learned better, in the snake-ridden
paddies and city streets tight and twisty as intestines and smelling about the same,
of Larsha. And Guru Johann had schooled her well in the art of pentjak silat.
The one thing in her universe she wouldn’t cheat was her family. The Caballeros.
Yet still they refused to accept her.
Using the trapped arm as a lever, Cassie gave Cowboy a nasty twist to remember
her by. She knew firsthand how much force it took to pop an elbow. Or dislocate
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a shoulder. But she wouldn’t. Big a jerk as he was, Corporal
William Payson was one of only four MechWarriors in
the detachment. She couldn’t unfit him for duty.
Releasing him, she walked on. When she’d gone a safee
distance, he bounced up. He wore faded dungarees, a
h
tee-shirt with a holoimage of Cowgirl singing star Sarah
McCandless, and pointy-toed snakeskin boots.
n
“Yo, Sergeant, you saw that! That private laid hands on
a superior!”
“Didn’t see nothin’,” Evans drawled. “Especially not a
ce.
forty-kilo girl plowing this unfertile soil with your face.
lly
Totally unrelated subject: didn’t see a noncom sexually
ou,
harassing an enlisted. ’Cause if I had, God have pity on you,
because La Dama Muerte surehell wouldn’t.”
era,
La Dama Muerte was Lieutenant Colonel Marisol Cabrera,
executive officer to Colonel Carlos Camacho, and some said
The
lover as well: a wiry, age-lined but still pretty woman. “The
ell or
Lady Death” kicked in at any hint of threat to her coronel
her familia. From within or without.
“We been hangin’ around these bossy putas runnin’ the
Magistracy of Canopus too Foxtrot long,” Cowboy said. “Goin’ to the womenfolks’
heads.”
Evans had nothing to say to that; it was a literally accurate description of the
MoC power structure, although they’d undoubtedly phrase it differently.
“I’ve been here a year,” Cassie said as they left Payson pouting, hearing the
whine in her voice and hating it. “He just got here. Yet he’s treated like he
belongs. I’m not.”
Buck shook his head. “Gotta understand, Suthorn,” he said. “Folks from
the Southwestern Worlds, the Trinity, we’re a pretty clannish lot. There’s
Southwesterners, and there’s gringos. You ain’t Cowboy, Norteño, or Indian, from
Sierra, Galisteo, or Cerillos, you’re a stone outsider. Payson, there, he’s from Cerillos.
Natural talent in a BattleMech cockpit, got him just enough family connections to
get himself into one, ’steada some correctional camp.”
“You might as well start sayin’ your goodbyes, Runt!” Cowboy yelled after her.
That was Cassie’s callsign. “We all been sent to this Sierra-hole to wash out. And
you’re circlin’ the drain fastest of all!”
She ducked her head down between her shoulderblades. She knew that. Blooddrinker was a comforting weight bouncing in its hip-scabbard.
An awning was spread out next to the feet of Lieutenant Gavilán Camacho’s
45-ton Phoenix Hawk. The ’Mech resembled a man with weird antenna-like
projections from either side of a round head, holding a big gun in his right hand.
Painted mottled yellow and khaki, like the other ’Mechs, to match the region’s
rolling midsummer grasslands, it had Camacho’s personal badge, a kestrel with
wings spread, across the chest.
Chairs had been set beneath the awning. Beneath its shade, a short woman
with long black hair wound around the back of her head in a braid stood with her
pretty face knotted in a scowl. She wore MechWarrior halter top and briefs, which
give her an excuse to show off the goods despite Trinity prudery. She showed a
bit of a roll top and bottom of the short-shorts, Cassie noticed.
Lieutenant Junior Grade Encarnación Martínez, from a politically influential but
not so wealthy Sierra family, had suffered the ultimate humiliation of becoming
Dispossessed when her Vulcan got shot out from under her by raiders. By the
time her family had scraped together the funds to buy her a lowly Locust, her bad
attitude had washed her out of the FWLM. She’d signed on with the semi-exiled
Caballeros. She hated her callsign, “Princesa.” Nobody doubted how she came by
it.
“What’re you dragging that along for?” she asked Evans.
“Because this little thang took down Bobby the Wolf’s Wolverine Skinwalker all by
her lonesome, with a mop and a busted power line, back when we hit Kalimantan
city in July of ’47,” Evans said. “Reckon she showed some promise then.”
“Well,” said Gavilán Camacho, bustling up, with a twist of his moustached lips,
“it’s time for her to live up to some of that promise.”
Evans cocked a brow. “So after two weeks on-planet you got tactics ironed out
with our employer, the freshly-minted Baroness?”
Gabby grimaced. “You could say that.”
To Cassie’s surprise he was wearing dress uniform: white trousers and jacket with
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blue shoulder-flares and maroon piping and the Caballeros
insig
insignia—a
howling coyote, sitting with its head silhouetted
aga
against
a full moon —over his heart.
T other MechWarriors sat. Their Aztech crew chiefs
The
join them. A cool breeze washed over the hill. Cassie’s
joined
nos wrinkled; vegetation on Borgan’s Rift had a bit of a
nose
sou smell that summer dryness did little to help. Cassie
sour
fou a seat in the back and slumped into it.
found
“To recap so we’re all on the same screen,” Gabby said,
“w were hired to evict a pirate calling himself the Red
“we
Li from the ruins of the old industrial city of Howe,
Lion
te klicks north of here.” He clicked a hand-controller.
ten
T
The
holographic image of a forbidding skyline
s
sprang
up waist-high beside him. “He was a Capellan
C
Confederation
Armed Forces Colonel. Led a BattleMech
r
regiment.
Fifteen-sixteen years ago, the Magistracy
teamed up with the Duchy of Andurien, which was
s
trying to secede
from the FWL, to invade Liao space. He played a
key role in beating them back.
“Then, for whatever reason, his star fell. Rumor says he got too friendly with the
wrong Liao noble’s wife. He turned to piracy. Since Borgan’s Rift’s never recovered
from the Star League’s collapse a couple centuries ago, and however far it had
risen since got knocked down by the CapCons during the last war, he decided
Howe would make a good base of operations a couple years back.
“A few months back, our employer, the Resplendent Shanti Magliss of Magliss
Spirits, acting with her friend the Magestrix Emma’s blessing, bought the planetary
title from the impoverished holder. She intends to revive Borgan’s Rift’s fortunes
as a manufacturing center and trading base.”
“By which I’m guessing she means smuggling into the Capellan Confederation,”
said Buck. “Which don’t allow in regular Moc traders. Much less their pleasure
circuses.”
Gavilán scowled. “I’m sure our employer involves herself in only legitimate
business interests.”
Cowboy hooted. “Combination luxury liners and whorehouses are legit to these
Mocs.”
“Whatever. The point is, the Red Lion and his pirates are a nuisance. Our
employer wants them gone. That’s why she hired us.”
“She has like a battalion of Magliss mercs,” Princesa said. “Why don’t they do
something?”
“They did,” Buck said. “’Bout four months back. Got their asses handed to ’em.
Red Lion’s got him five or six BattleMechs in there. And the mercs’re just infantry
and light-armor troopies.”
“I hate a city fight,” Cowboy said.
“So do Shanti’s security goons.”
Gavilán nodded impatiently. “So now the time’s come to earn our pay. We need
recon before we move out.”
His eyes fixed Cassie like black laser beams. “That’s where you come in, Private
Suthorn. You’ve screwed up every job we’ve tried to give you.”
“They were boring!”
“Suthorn,” Evans said, more pained than angry.
“Well, they were.”
“You will reconnoiter Howe and the surrounding terrain,” Gavilán told her, “and
report back what you find no later than dawn tomorrow.”
“Me?” she squeaked. “But I’m not—”
“You’re a scout now,” he said.
“She’s a good choice, the way she’s always sneaking around and spying,” Princesa
said. “Didn’t she get busted poking around the Magliss warehouses in Newport?”
Newport was the new town that had grown up forty klicks south of Howe. Until
she reclaimed the old city, Shanti Magliss had based her operations there.
Cassie felt her cheeks flush. “But they got all kinda weapons systems in there!” she
blurted. “Even gear for ’Mechs. Reckon they should share some of that with us.”
“Now, Suthorn,” Evans said, “Colonel negotiated the best contract he could for
us and that’s a fact. We got to live with it, regardless.”
She shook her head and clamped her arms around her chest.
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Standing by the awning, they watched as the expensive, open-topped, touring
hovercar with the Magliss logo painted on the sides whisked their commanding
officer toward Newport in a yellow roostertail of dust and dried grass.
“Shanti must’ve yanked his leash,” Princesa said.
“Mebbe she’ll give up on all this Moc woman-power nonsense, now she got a
taste of a real man,” Cowboy said.
“Who cares?” Princesa sneered. “All gringas are devils.”
“At least she keeps him off my back.”
Cassie thought she’d spoken under her breath. But the ears sticking like jughandles from the sides of Cowboy’s bean-shaped head had the sensitivity of his
Wasp’s sensor suite.
“But honey,” he said brightly, turning to her, “that’s the only part of you
worth—”
“Payson!” Evans said.
The kid braced. “Sir, yes sir!”
“Don’t sir me, crapcakes, I work for a living.”
Evans stood with hands on hips, glaring at the group. Princesa outranked him.
But Don Carlos, el Coronel, had won the silver spurs of a Knight of Galisteo in the
hard school of the FWLM. In his outfit, junior officers who did not heed wise old
sergeants did not long remain officers.
Even the Colonel’s own son.
“Listen up,” Evans said. “We got us the short end of the stick, here, and no
mistake. They keep us coolin’ our heels for two weeks and all of a sudden it’s why
ain’t you won the war for us yet, jodidos? But y’all know how much el Patrón hates
to split up la familia. Wouldn’ta done it, but the ol’ Seventeenth’s down to boiling
boot-leather for soup back on New Abilene. So we gotta fight this Red Lion and
tie his tail in a knot. We gonna let the Colonel down?
“Now. Everybody act like you got a job and some Sierra Foxtrot notion how to
do it. Vamoose! And you, New Scout Suthorn—you come with me.”

“What the hell is this thing, anyway?”
“You don’t know a Tabiranth? They’re all over the Inner Sphere.”
“I never saw one before. How do I steer?”
“Just like a horse.”
She looked at him. “What?” he said. “You don’t ride?”
“Ride a motorbike,” she said. “Why you not send me with a motorbike?”
“We don’t have a motorbike, Private Suthorn. We are a poor-ass outfit. We can’t
afford one. C’mon, it’s simple. Nudge the sides with your heels for forward. Pull
back on the reins to stop. Pull the head left or right and it’ll go that way. But gently.
These critters got their pride.”
“HDLC! How I’m gonna sneak in, riding something like that? It’s huge!”
He shrugged. “You don’t. Like I said: pirates got the city sewed up tight with spies
and sensors. When they stop you, you tell ’em you’re a local. Hunter, maybe. Or a
farmer, looking for your lost little sheep.”
“I’m dead.”
“Bit earlier on, you were acting like that wasn’t such a bad prospect. No pleasin’
some people. You’re a tricky little critter, Suthorn. Talk purty smooth when you put
your mind to it. Put that to use.”
She looked from the creature to the derelict BattleMech, looking sad out on the
plain before the fallen city.
“We’re all sent out here to die, aren’t we?”
“Well—let’s say this is a make or break mission for everybody on it.”
“Even Gabby? He’s the Colonel’s son.”
The sergeant shook his head. “Trinity’re hardscrabble worlds. Everybody got to
pull their own weight. Soon or late. Even a favored son.”
“So we’re all screw-ups.” She looked at him. “What about you?”
“Maybe I was born unlucky. Now, mount up, trooper. You’re burning daylight.”

▲▼▲

At the forest edge she paused her unlikely mount and looked at the city. Around
her bugs buzzed and small flying mammals chittered to each other. The Tabiranth
sighed in theatrical despair at its lot in life.
Cassie studied the Gladiator. Up close, it looked even sorrier. Its armor and
framework and myomer pseudo-musculature had resisted time, but slowly
lost. Corrosion pitted every surface. Ochre and rust lichen grew on the shaded
inner plates of its legs. Vines twined its skeleton where armor plating had been
stripped away.
Likewise every scrap of usable electronics, weapons, ammunition, and of
course the fusion engine that powered it, had all been scavenged centuries ago.
It remained as a monument, Cassie guessed. Or just because it was too much
Foxtrot trouble to cut up for scrap and haul away.
She drew in a deep breath. Forced her eyes toward Howe. Her destiny awaited
there.
She already knew what it was. She only had to find the courage to play it out.
“Move it, rug,” she said, pressing the big cat-creature’s flanks with her heels as
she’d been instructed.
Casting a reproachful look back over its shoulder, the Tabiranth flowed like mist
downhill.

“‘My name is Ozymandias, king of kings: Look upon my works, ye Mighty, and
despair!’”
They stood on a windswept ridge overlooking gently rolling short-grass prairie
that stretched from dawn to dusk. Below and about a klick ahead, a hardwood
forest covered a low hill. A kilometer and a half or so beyond that rose the massive
cement and steel sculpture that was Howe. It dwarfed a handful of outlying
buildings, though Cassie reckoned they were big.
Two hundred meters down the gentle slope from the woods, a BattleMech
slouched with its fistlike manipulators buried in the weeds. It was a Gladiator,
an old Age of War era ‘Mech. Like the great city itself, the 55-ton ’Mech had
been abandoned when the Star League, the pinnacle of human prosperity and
technology, had collapsed in the 28th century. The sergeant seemed to address
his words to it.
“What’s that?” Cassie asked.
At least Evans spoke English most of the time; the other Caballeros switched
seemingly at random between it and Spanish, or spoke Spanish exclusively.
Cassie had grown up speaking English, the Inner Sphere’s common language,
as well as her native Japanese, Mandarin, Cantonese, and the Larshan dialect of
Bahasa Indonesia. Spanish was completely unknown to her when the Caballeros
had caught her. She was picking it up slowly; she found their slangy, crude English
hard enough.
“Just an old poem I read somewhere,” said Buck.
“What’s it mean?”
He laughed. “It’s a poem. Don’t mean nothin’.”
“Everything means something.”
“Sometimes you’re too smart for your own damn good, Suthorn. Put it this way:
what the meaning is, you gotta work out for yourself.”
She grunted and turned to eye the creature standing by with disfavor. It was a
large catlike creature, with grey-brown fur and a mane of coarse black hair running
from its head to the tip of its thick tail. Though heavy-bodied, it held itself with a
certain grace. A simple saddle had been strapped on its back over a blanket, and
a complicated halter over its big blunt muzzle, with reins attached.
To her surprise, it didn’t smell as bad as it looked. Its expression suggested it
didn’t feel the same way about her.

▲▼▲

▲▼▲
They spotted her even before she rode through an open gate in the city walls.
Of course they would: she was riding this huge monstrosity across 1500 meters of
open terrain. Duh.
More to the point, she picked them up as soon as she rode in among the
cracked cement domes and tarnished steel spires. She’d expected that. Arrogant,
the pirates existed within their environment. But they didn’t lower themselves to
adapt to it. They were big, strong men and women who lived by imposing their
will on everything and everybody around them.
Cassie had grown up rat-poor. She ran alleys and rooflines like a rat. And like a
rat, she adapted perfectly to whatever environment she found herself in. Except
for the human component, of course.
But then even rats had trouble with that.
They watched from what they thought was concealment. She didn’t let on she
saw them.
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He glanced at the heavily tattooed woman who stood, properly behind him
When they hailed her, she acted surprised. Alarmed. Dropping the long boltand silent, in red MechWarrior haltertop and camo pants. She nodded.
action hunting-rifle she carried for cover, she raised her hands.
“So what do you want?” he asked Cassie.
Two pirates swaggered out of the black rectangle that had been the entrance
o her left. The man carried a laser rifle, the woman a
To go back where I belong. I am one of you. I kn
“To
know you never turned your
to a bunker-style building to
backs on Capella. Jealous bureaucrats and nobles turn
turned their backs on you and
submachine gun. Both wore their hair in long black topknots; the man had shaven
oos
t flee.”
forced you to
the rest of his head. Lurid tattoos
p
The pirates
themselves came
twined up both their arms.
he man
maan
variou
u hues and sizes, as did
in various
“What do we have here?” the
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black hair,
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Throughout human
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eir heels,
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the BattleMechs in excellent
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“This is true.”
w knows?” She shrugged.
“With enough victories, who
“I don’t like traitors,” the huge man
ab
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said.
Confederaa
the Confederation,
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House Liao.
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re myy captors.
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setting can only cancel the advantage your heavier ’Mechs give you. Better to
Sphere, you could fall from power as easily by being too competent as through
fight in the open, where your greater range and firepower will decide.”
incompetence.
“Indeed that’s so.” The Red Lion blinked and fingered his strong chin. “You
Even seated on a camp stool in a little alcove in the industrial cliff-scape the
are a worthy daughter of the Confederation. It seems to me we might well do
Red Lion was impressive. If by that you meant terrifying. He was big for a man of
business.”
obvious Chinese ancestry. He wore a black leather vest embroidered with lions in
red and gold thread, open to reveal muscles swelling on chest and arms, as well
▲▼▲
as the gut swelling over his scarlet silk trousers. The topknot gathered by a goldanodized ring at the crown of his shaven skull and the moustache that framed
“They have six BattleMechs,” Cassie said. “Also the small DropShip they use for
his thin-lipped mouth were both startling bright red. The black roots visible just
raiding. It’s armed but scratch it: they’ll never risk their getaway.”
above the ring suggested the color owed more to chemistry than genetics.
Gathered by lamplight under the awning, the Lance seemed surprised to see
“Why did they let you come here?” he asked.
her back so early. Or maybe at all.
“They think I’m spying for them.”
“Six,” said Gavilán, sounding unhappy. The auburn-haired woman who stood
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Tino’s gaze shifted nervously from the gate with the razor-tape tangle on top to
at his side, dressed in a skirt-suit of some kind of smoky blue fabric that clung to
the warehouse beyond and back.
every contour of her short but lush body, put a comforting hand on his arm.
“You sure this is a good idea?” he asked in Apache-accented Spanish.
Shanti Magliss obviously kept herself in good shape. Even if she was totally
“Sure,” Cassie said. “Why not?”
old—maybe forty. Rumor claimed she’d been a popular entertainer on one of the
She sat next to him in the mule’s front seat. He wore his baggy utility coveralls
Magistracy’s notorious pleasure circuses.
and ball cap. She wore form-fitting black gym clothes.
Cassie knew how tongues wagged: rumor tried to make her out as some kind
“If there’s all this good stuff in the warehouse, shouldn’t there be, like, spotlights
of sinister Asian seductress. She hadn’t let anybody touch her like that since she
and all?”
was eleven. She was determined never to let
“The Mocs are—” She had to go to
anybody do it again. Not and live.
Still, the way Magliss looked at Gabby, and
English. “—complacent. Too law-abiding
the way he deferred to her, suggested she held
a society for real security. Don’t even got
him by a leash made of more than money.
cameras.”
“One’s out,” Cassie said. “An UrbanMech.
“But—pirates.”
Main housing’s off, fusion plant pulled. It’s a
She laughed and got out. “Pirates’re too
paperweight.”
arrogant-lazy to rob anyplace they can’t
“You think you know something about
bust open with a burst of autocannon fire.
BattleMechs?” said Princesa disdainfully.
Plus they’re afraid of the Magliss sec-force
“I’m around them enough,” Cassie said.
defenses, try though they might to pretend
“I have eyes.” Knowing the prickly pride of
otherwise.”
MechWarriors, not just Southwesterners, she
She went to the gate. Fortunately Tino
wasn’t about to hint at the obsessive keenness
was too worked up to ask how she knew
with which she studied the objects of her hate
so much about the warehouse’s security.
and fear.
He didn’t need to know this wasn’t her first
“The five functional ones are mostly Bravo
visit.
Sierra. The three lights, two Locusts and a Wasp,
After brief business with a tool, the
aren’t kept up for sin.”
lock fell open. Cassie undid the chain and
“Meanin’ they got half-assed drivers,” Buck
pushed the gate wide.
said.
“Told you,” she said. “No hay problema.”
She shrugged. “Red Lion likes to think he
“Famous last words,” Tino muttered.
runs a taut outfit. But he’s gotten sloppy. Still,
his second-in-command, tattooed woman
▲▼▲
calls herself Krait, pilots a Vindicator and looks
like she knows how.”
When his 35-ton Jenner “Old Paint”
That got her audience looking worried.
powered up around him, Staff Sergeant
The VND-1R massed the same as Gabby’s
Buck Evans was surprised to find a message
45-ton Phoenix Hawk, but where the PH was
ticker blinking at him from his commo
optimized for speed, the Vindicator went for
display. As the systems ran their self-checks
better firepower and armor.
he punched it up.
“And then there’s Red Lion himself,” Cassie
“Quidate el bosque,” it read. Take care the
PUBLICATION: BATTLETECH FOURTH EDITION
said. “He may have let himself and his unit
woods, or near as maybe. The misspelling
YEAR: 1996
discipline go. He keeps his Rifleman squared away.”
and sketchy grammar identified his unidentified
That was the really bad news. The Rifleman was a 60-ton heavy hitter—with
correspondent.
a war-hero ’Mech jock.
“Hope you know what you’re doing, girl,”
“Wait,” Cowboy said. “You said you were captured.”
he muttered to their absent-without-leave problem child. He began his own
“Right away.”
diagnostics.
“Puta estúpida,” Princesa muttered. But Cowboy leaned forward, for once all
Despite his short trunks and cooling vest, the cockpit was warm when they
business.
crested the heights where he and Cassie had stood the previous morning. They
“And they let you go? With all this information?”
moved in vee formation, Gabby’s “Peregrino” in the lead, Princesa’s “Dolorosa” taking
“They wanna intimidate us,” said Buck. He sprawled back in his own chair at
the right wing, Buck the left. Cowboy flitting hither and yon on “Yellowjacket’s”
apparent ease. Cassie wasn’t fooled.
jump jets, as usual. This was the kind of time when the boy’s natural propensity
“The Red Lion wants to show the contempt he feels for us,” Cassie said. “To make
for looking for trouble came in handy.
sure, he gave me a message to deliver to you in person, Lieutenant.”
“Halcón, Sawbuck,” he radioed over the Lance frequency. “Don’t like the look of
“What?” Gavilán said, a little too sharply.
them woods one little bit.”
“He said that if you beard the lion in his lair, he’ll make sure you don’t keep
“Sawbuck, you know the plan,” Gavilán’s voice came back. “Straight ahead. Speed
the equipment to be of any use to your mistress at all. Oh, and he—he used an
and surprise.”
impolite modifier, ’long with ‘mistress.’”
“That’s a plan?” Buck asked, keeping the squelch button firmly squashed by his
All the color fell out of Gavilán’s face. “That’s it,” he said. “We’re going in after that
thumb. Then, live, “Let the Mocs go through the trees. Won’t cost us any time to
pinche huey cabrón.”
go around, to speak of.”
Shanti touched his arm again. He shook his head as if shedding water.
As he spoke the three-sixty strip above the windscreen showed him Cowboy
“Uh,” Buck said, a sound like a rusty gate hinge opening, “wouldn’t it be a good
twenty meters up, jumping his twenty-ton BattleMech ahead. “Cowboy here.
idea if we had some kind of a plan?”
Negative on IR signatures among the trees.”
“They’re pirate scum. We’re Caballeros. We go in and kick their asses. Plan.”
“Yeah, but we’re talking a hard-core Capellan Confederation Armed Forces field
The other three MechWarriors turned each other ghastly looks. Forgotten,
commander, here. They know about thermal mats. They can hide.”
Cassie slipped away from the tent into the welcoming arms of the night.
“Negative, Sawbuck,” the Lieutenant said. “We go straight up the middle.”
With a savage stab of his thumb Buck cut over to the private channel to his CO.
▲▼▲
“Remember what your Daddy told me before we left New Abilene, Halcón.”
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“Don’t be an old woman, Sawbuck.”
“Then maybe you should remember what he told you about learning which head
to think with, boy.”
“You can’t talk to me like that!”
“Why do you think I’m here?”
Silence stretched between them, popping slightly with atmospherics
engendered by Borgan’s Rift’s small and distant but violent primary. Fortunately
the Lance moved at a walk; they were still well shy of the thick forest. If there were
pirates squatting in spider holes in there, they’d let the enemy BattleMechs get
well inside before making their play. . . .
“Halcón, Caballeros,” Gavilán said over the general freq. “Switch course to pass
west of the wooded ridge—”
Buck hit the squelch button. “Never could outwait me, boy,” he said.
Nonetheless, the sweat streamed down his face and his ribs beneath his arms, far
harder than the BattleMech’s operating heat could account for.
▲▼▲
Wedged in her special hiding place, Cassie watched the four Caballero machines
appear around the stand of trees through her compact rangefinder binoculars.
Lowering the now unneeded binocs, she compressed her lips in something like a
smile of satisfaction. Buck had gotten her message.
Her slim body was a mass of aches. Her bandaged right hand ached with
every beat of her heart. A cold wind blew through her perch; temperatures
here dropped startlingly at night by Cassie’s standards. Her cramped metal
surroundings seemed to have turned into knives long ago. It didn’t matter. She
could handle pain.
What she couldn’t handle was not being treated as a human. Not any more.
That stopped now.
Cowboy’s Wasp was airborne in advance of the marching vee. Abruptly the 20ton ’Mech, which resembled a pint-sized version of Gavilán’s ride, cut jets and
dropped the hundred meters to the ground. Short yellow grass ignited below the
descending metal feet as the Rawlings 52 thrusters mounted in the legs flared at
the last minute to break the ’Mech’s fall.
Five bright blue light-points arced out from behind a building to the west
that stood outside the city. They left braided white smoke trails behind them as
they streaked toward Buck’s Jenner. With its cockpit thrusting forward from the
torso, the bipedal the 35-ton BattleMech resembled the front half of a camel. An
explosion flashed from the hump of the quad short-range missile launcher atop
the torso. Cassie didn’t think the hit penetrated armor; long range missiles carried
relatively light payloads.
A beat later, blue-green medium laser beams flashed from behind two
buildings closer to Cassie’s lookout, east of where the LRMs had been launched.
Both missed Cowboy’s Wasp, which darted from side to side like a horse cutting
out a calf from the herd.
Gavilán jumped his Phoenix Hawk toward the first structure, firing the large
laser the ’Mech carried in its right hand. The Colonel’s heir may have had the moral
strength of a jellyfish and a proclivity to dither; in battle he was bold and decisive.
The five-LRM launch had identified Krait’s medium Vindicator as efficiently as an
Identification Friend or Foe transmitter. He knew he faced a PPC, longer-ranged
and harder hitting than any weapon the ’lleros possessed.
The Caballeros specialized in light BattleMech tactics. Southwesterners grew
up in the cockpits of the Locusts and armed agro-’Mechs they used to herd and
protect the huge, belligerent Ranger cattle whose beef and hides were a major
export—as well as settle disputes among themselves. Gavilán meant to get close
and then run and gun, relying on skill. And luck.
Ignoring the Locusts’ fire, Cowboy jumped again. The blue-green lance of his
arm-mounted medium laser stabbed at the Vindicator, still hidden from Cassie’s
perch five meters off the ground. Princesa’s own Locust, looking like a stub-winged
bird with its backward-jointed legs and the long barrel of its medium laser sticking
out before it, trotted toward the enemy ’Mech’s hiding place as well.
The Caballeros knew the Red Lion was out there somewhere in his huge
Rifleman. Right now the Vindicator was the devil they knew. Gabby plainly hoped
to knock it out of the fight before the pirate chieftain weighed in.
A blue-white beam flared from the western structure, so brilliant Cassie’s eyes
snapped reflexively shut: a particle projector cannon. She just had time to see
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white sparks struck off the far side of Buck’s Jenner. Orange afterimage pulsed
behind her eyelids.
When she looked again the Jenner was vanishing fast into the cover of low
ground farther west. Gabby’s ’Mech pounded forward. The building hiding
Krait’s machine now also screened his from her. Cowboy dueled with the two
pirate Locusts, jumping and dodging fire from their lasers and the machineguns
mounted in their short “wings.” With surprising restraint he only fired his own
laser occasionally: he was clearly trying to keep the two light ’Mechs busy. He
succeeded. Neither seemed inclined to venture far out of cover.
Dust and flaming bits of grass billowed from behind the westernmost building.
Krait’s Vindicator rose into the sky, a squat humanoid shape with dome head
growing right out of its angular torso. Its right arm PPC blazed at Gabby but
missed, igniting a thirty-meter swatch of grass behind him. The Vindicator’s right
thigh smoked and sprayed yellow-glowing, molten armor gobbets as the Phoenix
Hawk’s large laser raked it.
Smoke and the toxic stinks of burned propellants, lubricants, and explosives
watered Cassie’s eyes, sizzled in her nose and throat, and clawed at her lungs.
The concussion of heavy weapons firing, the snap-crack of energy beams, and
projectiles slamming ferro-ceramic sandwich armor were like steel thumbs
pressing on her eardrums despite ballistic earplugs. They rang in her bones.
Blastwaves stung her, shook her brains, threatened her sanity. Still she hung on, a
grimly determined spectator at a gladiatorial combat of steel titans.
Movement drew her eyes up and right. A Wasp leapt toward the fight with the
rising sun brightening its back. It fired its medium laser.
Cowboy turned and jumped to meet the newcomer. He shot, missed. Both
machines touched down. Both flexing their legs, they fired their jets and sprang
toward each other.
A blue-green beam bored into Yellowjacket’s chest in a cloud of vaporized
metal. SRMs from the dual launcher in its left leg slammed into the pirate ’Mech’s
left shoulder. As the machines flew past each other, Cowboy raised his Wasp’s left
arm and neatly clotheslined his opposite number.
Cassie felt the impact as the pirate Wasp crashed onto its back not three hundred
meters away. Descending like divine retribution, Cowboy shattered its cockpit
with two more SRM’s and filled its insides with blue-green laser hell-light.
Gavilán battled Krait, dodging her PPC beams and LRMs salvos, using his ’Mech’s
maneuverability to his advantage. He was in range to tag her with her with his
arm-mounted medium lasers as well as the big laser gun. For good measure he
blazed away the machineguns in his arms as well; they could only hurt a medium
BattleMech by accident, but they didn’t increase his heat load. And heat was every
MechWarrior’s worst enemy in battle.
Streaks glowed and smoked on his Phoenix Hawk where the Vindicator had
scored with its head-mounted medium laser and the small laser in its left arm. El
Peregrino didn’t seem to have sustained serious damage yet.
Princesa’s Locust now engaged its two opposite numbers. The former heavyBattleMech driver didn’t fully respect the light ’Mechs, either her own or her
enemies’. Now one of the light pirate machines had emerged from cover to catch
her in pincers.
The flash and thunderclap of the PPC snapped Cassie’s attention back to the
west. She saw the whole right side of Buck’s Jenner glowing white from a particlebeam hit.
Princesa’s Locust blew up.
▲▼▲
“Hang in there, Buck,” Staff Sergeant Evans said. “We got her on the ropes.”
His face’s right side prickled as if from sunburn. The cockpit felt like a blastfurnace. Buck smelled ozone, burning insulation. Scorched hair. Red lights glowed
all over the upper right side of his ’Mech’s wire-frame image in the damage
display. His right hip-actuator had a marked hitch in its gitalong and the upper
of the two medium lasers that made up his right arm had a short. It might melt a
rod if discharged again.
And he felt great. The Vindicator was knocked all to Sierra. Black smoke gushed
from it. Shooting at him had meant Krait showing her ’Mech’s thinner back-armor
to Gabby’s guns. And Buck was going to get off a shot from his four lasers and
quad SRM rack before that damned particle cannon recharged. If they could just
knock the pirate BattleMech out of the fight—
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“Callsign Princesa has deadlined,” the androgynous voice of his AI annunciator said.
He looked at his board. The icon for Encarnación Martínez’s Locust blinked red.
He raised his eyes to look out the windscreen.
The upper part of her fusion bottle’s containment cracked. After a pause as air
was sucked into the reactor’s vacuum chamber, a white-light pillar joined dirt to
the yellow-streaked blue of the sky. Gutted, the Locust teetered on its two skinny
legs and crumpled to its left.
It took no time to conjure the cause for BattleMech and MechWarrior’s swift end.
From behind the city’s ancient failed guardian, whose fifty five tons had shielded it
from detection, the pirate Rifleman had risen up like an avenging planetary spirit to
blast the Locust’s tinfoil-thin rear armor with the two medium autocannons, mounted
tandem to large lasers, which made up its arms. Its two torso-mounted medium lasers
had discharged too. Neither Princesa nor her ride had stood a chance.
And now, maybe, neither did they.
“Well, hell,” Buck gritted. “This is really gonna suck.”
Then he focused all his attention on the nearer Vindicator. With a rebel yell he
charged and fired with everything he had.
▲▼▲
A large laser beam glanced off the two jump jets mounted on the Phoenix
Hawk’s back as Gavilán Camacho spun to face the new threat.
Cassie could hear heat pinging from the laser’s long shroud as the Rifleman
rolled by within meters of her. The 60-ton monster’s joints whirred and creaked as
plastic muscles pulled at them. Its footfalls rattled her perch.
She made herself look away from the terrifying spectacle of the behemoth, all
her nightmares made steel and walking by close enough to touch. Instead she
concentrated on her notecomp screen.

Autocannons ripped the sky with demon noise as the Rifleman moved in front
of her position. A vast metal leg appeared in her display.
Cassie threw all her slight weight against a long, steel prybar. Above her, a great
weight shifted. So did the viewpoint on her screen.
A reticule flashed red. She pressed a button. Clutching the notecomp, she
threw herself out of her hidey-hole.
Above her, Hell erupted.
▲▼▲
The PPC beam passed so close to Buck Evans’ charging Jenner that it made the
hair stand up on his nape between his helmet and his cooling-vest.
Suddenly a change seemed to overtake the enemy ’Mech. “Enemy Vindicator
entered thermal shutdown,” his annuciator intoned passionlessly.
Buck whooped. His own heat was crowding the redline. He stopped for the
little thermal conservation that gave him, mashed buttons to fire all his lasers
and missiles as one. White sparks fountained through his peripheral vision as the
upper-right laser blew out.
Even as he fired on the Vindicator, the blue-green beam of Cowboy’s medium
laser stuck it from behind. The long-range missiles stowed in its left torso blew up.
Explosions ripped the ’Mech front and back like squibs on a stunt-person in one
of those action holovids Southwesterners loved so dearly.
Garish light illuminated Krait’s windscreen from the inside. Her machine rocked,
then settled, dead. She didn’t eject.
Buck choked back a reflex cry of triumph. He’d probably bought himself nothing
but a couple minutes more life, and then his own loud and messy death under the
Rifleman’s arsenal. Slowing the Jenner to a walk, he switched his attention to the
Red Lion’s monster.
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He saw flashes as short-range missiles smashed into the thin-skinned back of
the Rifleman. Impossibly, a grey smoke puff indicated they’d launched from the
Gladiator. Which had stood inert and eviscerated for over two hundred years.
The ripple of powerful blasts tore through the heavy BattleMech’s paper-thin
rear armor, where a mechanical shrieking announced the demise of the ’Mech’s
gyroscope. For a moment the Rifleman continued to stagger forward, precariously
upright, held by the Red Lion’s piloting skill. And will.
The shot that Gavilán Camacho put into the big ’Mech’s right shoulder from
his large laser as he jumped toward the now-crippled machine was just piling on
insult to injury. It was physics that doomed the Lion and his ride.
The Rifleman fell on its face so hard it bounced two meters into the air. Gabby
flayed its back with his three lasers. Then all forty-five tons of his Phoenix Hawk
came down on the back of the Rifleman’s cockpit and crushed it like a roach
underfoot.

actually fighting, what the Regiment’s gonna get from the enemy ’Mechs, plus the
success bonus, will be a huge help to the Caballeros. Difference between life and
death. And I know, and I’ll make damn sure el Patrón knows, it’s all due to you.”
“I guess so,” she said.
“Answer me a question, Suthorn?”
“Maybe.”
“Why’d you take such crazy risks for people who’ve been treating you, all things
taken together, like a stray three-legged dog?”
She turned blinking eyes at him. “You don’t understand,” she said. “I had to.
You’re all I have. You’re my family.”
He looked at her a long moment. This time when he hugged her to him she
didn’t resist.
“Yeah, Cassie, we are. Welcome to la Familia. You’re a Caballero now.
“And don’t let nobody tell you different, from this day on.”

▲▼▲
She sat on the grass with her arms tight around drawn-up knees. Her reddened
eks.
ks.
eyes were dry now. Tear-tracks prickled her cheeks.
d barely hear the gravel-voiced,
Through the ringing aftershock, she could
“Suthorn?”
en
nce kneeling down beside her.
Then, “Cassie?” She sensed a looming presence
ds face was deeper-grooved than
Turned and looked at Buck Evans. His badlands
normal with concern.
n the
t shoulder.
“Honey? Are you all right?” He touched her on
b
She went rigid. “Oh, Sierra, Suthorn. Give me a break.
I’m not gonna molest you.
Hell, it ain’t safe. You just killed a goddam heavyy BattleMech pretty much singleake.”
handed. All Gabby did was put the icing on the ca
cake.
“Everybody okay?”
ad
dmit I’d pay to see. Plus Cowboy
“Well, Princesa’s with the Virgin now, which I admit
nd busted his fool arm. Past that,
ground-looped his ’Mech doing a victory dance an
and
peachy.”
g
looming above them in all
Cassie shivered. Buck looked up at the metall giant
its corroded glory.
eding piles did you get hold of a
“Where in the name of Tommy Marik’s bleeding
damn SRM six-rack? And how the hell did you gett it up and into that old wreck?”
wpo
ort last night,” Cassie said.
“From Shanti’s big warehouse outside Newport
“With a pulley and a mule’s power winch.”
th
hrough the bandages
She held up her right hand. Red had seeped through
that swathed it. “Kinda munched my hand.”
ou
uched up there half
“And then you sent me that message, and crouched
ff, while the pirates
the night, hurtin’ and freezing your little fanny off
bu
ush positions? Jesu
crept out about you and took up their ambush
Cristo.”
“W
What do you
He knelt beside her again shaking his head. “What
got runnin’ through your veins, girl?
ht arcs of
She gave him a tight little smile that brought
cheek into her fields of view. “Worked, didn’t it?””
“I’d say so.”
He sat down heavily beside her. He was
bareheaded. The right side of his face glowed
bright pink. The hair on that side of his head wass
curled crisp by heat.
“You okay?” she asked.
her guy. Or, uh, gal.”
“Nothin’ I won’t get over. You should see the ot
other
“We won?”
he
en you took down his boss. The
“Hoo, did we. One Locust driver gave up when
other died running. Hear that?”
d
From the direction of Howe came the thud off distant
explosions. Brown smoke
de
e the great industrial jumble.
rolled into the sky from half a dozen points inside
gh them pirates in the woods like
“Shanti’s goons’re mopping up. Went through
haack ’Mechs, not men. And whilst
crap through a condor. They were set to bushwhack
usse against BattleMechs, they’re
them security boys’n’girls ain’t much mortal use
decent for groundsloggers. Better’n the pirates..
usst save ourr bacon. Even though
“You know what you done, girl? You didn’t just
mployer and ’cause her troops’re
Shanti’ll grab the lion’s share of salvage, both as em
employer
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Since Technical Readout: 3025 first published in 1986, the Technical Readout
series has proven to be one of the most successful line of gaming sourcebooks
ever published. With over a dozen books released, and Technical Readout: 3025 in
continual publication for well over 20 years, a new Technical Readout is a much
anticipated event.
The ultimate guidebooks to the weaponry and war machines of the 31st century,
BattleTech Technical Readouts describe the BattleMechs, Combat Vehicles, Support
Vehicles, aerospace fighters, DropShips, WarShips, infantry and more of the BattleTech
universe. Each fully illustrated entry in these reference books contains complete
BattleTech game statistics.
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WILLIAM H. KEITH, JR.

DROPSHIP RAMBLIN’ WRECK
IN-BOUND ROSETTA SYSTEM
PERIPHERY
10 OCTOBER 3028
“The system is completely crazy,” Beth Ann Lindstrom said. “It shouldn’t have a
planet at all. Especially not one with a viable ecosystem!”
Three of us were in the Ramblin’ Wreck’s common room, going over the final
details of the plan. Light blasted the room, streaming in from the local star
displayed on the viewall. Even stopped down by the ship’s optics, the searing
white glare was impossible to look at directly.
“Rosetta’s star is pretty bright,” I admitted. “Type A1. But the old Star League was
good at terraforming. Given enough time, they could make lifeless rocks bloom.”
“I don’t question that,” Beth said. The light from the viewall gleamed off the skin
of her face and the frizz of her hair, touching them with blue-white ice. “But every
so often that white dwarf companion is going to swing in close and scramble
things, and it’s hard to imagine how a planetary system there could remain
stable.”
“Well, the good news is,” I told her, “that we won’t have to be there long enough
to see for ourselves. In and out, a quick smash-and-grab.”
“With the emphasis on grab,” Julian Kirkpatrick said, leering. He was leaning
against a bulkhead, arms folded, his considerable mass all-but-filling the relatively
small compartment. “You tell me what you want on that dirtball, babe, and me an’
old Skullcrusher’ll get it for you. No problem!”
Beth gave him a cold look. Kirkpatrick had been posturing and flexing in front of
her for the whole voyage out from Tharkad, I knew, trying to get into her pants.
“So what’s your problem with Rosetta?” I asked, trying to steer the conversation
back on track. “The Planetbook lists it as Type E-12v. That’s marginal for humans,
but well within the star’s habitable zone.”
“It’s the ‘v’ that worries me, Chris,” she said. “V for variable. Ptolemy is not a
variable star, and our target world does not have a strongly-elliptical orbit. We
don’t have any hard data on the system’s variability.”
“Like I said,” Kirkpatrick rumbled, verbally shouldering into the conversation
once again. “No problem! Ain’t nothing me and Skullcrusher can’t handle!”
“Do you mind, Lieutenant?” I asked him. “We’re trying to have a planning
conference here.”
“Mechdrek,” he said. “What’s to plan? We go in, we find the depot, we empty
it. If the damned lokies get in the way ...” Graphically, he smacked fist against
palm, showing what he had in mind for the locals. “Job over, healthy bonuses all
around!”
“Listen, Julian,” I said, leafing through a sheaf of printouts on the table in front
of me. “I still need your pre-action report.”
“It shoulda already been there.”
And it was, but I wasn’t going to admit that to him. “Nope. You have that ready
for us?”
“Yeah ... drekkin’ all the way down in the ’MechBay. Why ... you want it now?”
“Please.” I gave him a bright smile. “If you would be so kind.”
I thought he was going to balk, but after an uneasy moment he seemed to
reconsider. He ambled out of the common room, mumbling something about
armchair malfs. I let the borderline insubordination pass. Kirkpatrick was a law
unto himself, and I knew better than to push too hard.
“Why do you put up with that?” Beth asked after the grumbling man-mountain
had left.
I shrugged. “He’s not normally my problem,” I told her. “But he was assigned to
us for this op. And he is one of the Roughriders’ best ’Mech pilots. So he’s all ours
until we get back to Tharkad.”
Hansen’s Roughriders currently held a mercenary contract with Katrina Steiner,
and it was Steiner’s Tech Bureau that had come to us with an urgent mission,
codenamed Operation Prometheus. The Colonel had accepted, but our assets
were tight and Prometheus was going to be a shoestring op—two ’Mechs, two
heavy tanks, and a platoon of light infantry in support.

ROSETTA
World Name: Rosetta (Moon of Champollion)
Star Type (Recharge Time): A1V (162 hours)
Position in System: 4
Time to Jump Point: 47.06 days
Number of Satellites: N/A
Surface Gravity: 0.89
Atm. Pressure: Standard (Breathable)
Equatorial Temperature: 29° C (Arid)
Surface Water Coverage: 70 percent
Recharging Station: None
HPG Class Type: None
Highest Native Life: None
Population Size (3028): 12,150,000
Socio-Industrial Levels: D-C-B-D-B
Formerly a possession of the Rim Worlds Republic, the
terraformed moon Rosetta is the third (of thirteen) major moons
of the super-Jovian planet Champollion, which is in turn the
fourth planet of the A1V-type star Ptolemy-A. Per convention,
the system is named after the habitable world, Rosetta. The
moon was terraformed during the Star League to ease access
to its mineral resources and, like many Republican worlds,
was settled by colonists from the Terran Hegemony in the Star
League’s “safest” region of the Periphery.
Rosetta’s terraforming has been remarkably stable, and it
is (with the assistance of Champollion) in Ptolemy-A’s life zone.
Ptolemy-B, a white dwarf, complicates this stability, though, by
making close passes to Ptolemy-A every 50 years. Every third
pass, Ptolemy-B also approaches Champollion closely. This
doesn’t warm Rosetta directly, but tidal interactions do cause
an outburst of tectonic and volcanic activity. Sulfur-rich Rosetta
then often ﬂoods its plains with molten sulfur. The ﬁrst time
this happened after colonization, the Star League was prepared
for it. The second time, both the Star League and the Rim
Worlds were long gone and the colony was devastated. Since
then, the colony (slowly declining from a peak of about 14 million
inhabitants) has relocated away from the region where the worst
activity occurs, Rosetta’s nearside to Champollion.
Rosetta is ruled by a small planetary council in the capital
of Young, but on occasion pirates have taken over the world
and used it as a base of operations for raiding the Lyran
Commonwealth.
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THE DARK AGE
It is the 32nd century. After decades of peace and prosperity, interstellar
communication breaks down and wars and rumors of war sweep through the
universe. As ancient hatreds and rivalries rear their ugly heads, people who
have only known war through history books are suddenly thrust into the dark
maelstrom of combat. Some fight for king and country, others for money and
power, others for love—all will struggle to defeat those who would see them
destroyed, while protecting the only homes they have known.
Welcome to the Dark Age Era.

INTRODUCTION
As with BattleTech, the MechWarrior: Dark Age (or the second edition of this
game, MechWarrior: Age of Destruction) game system published by WizKids LLC
takes you into the world of the 32nd century (the Dark Age Era), where war has
once again become a way of life and various local factions declare for the vast star
empires that wage war for control of the known universe.
Just like the various other game systems set in the BattleTech universe
published by FASA Corporation/FanPro/Catalyst Game Labs—such as Succession
Wars, BattleForce and BattleTroops—this game system is not compatible with the
original BattleTech system, nor is it meant to replace it. It is simply a different,
exciting game system set in the BattleTech universe.

3071-3078
After long years of war, a hero arises from the ashes and decrees a new order.
Devlin Stone comes to prominence as a leader of the people, slowly builds an
army and pushes back against the Word of Blake. With each new success, more
warriors flock to his banner, speeding victory and final triumph as his stature
grows to mythological proportions among the general population.

3081

The Dark Age Era begins in 3132, roughly 56 years after the current BattleTech
timeline. The following paragraphs provide a brief overview of events, expanding
on the universe timeline provided in this book and acting as a bridge between the
history described in A Time of War (see p. 6) and the Dark Age Era (see p. 16).

Under the guidance of Devlin Stone, the Republic of the Sphere is born. The new
realm soon faces problems, however. Though Stone and other Republic leaders
have de facto control of their worlds—Stone has a huge army, the Houses are
weakened by having barely survived more than a decade of brutal war, and many
citizens of the Successor States view Stone as a hero—the House Lords remain
unpredictable in their reactions, with most attempting to negotiate which worlds
along their borders will and will not become part of the Republic.
House Liao refuses to participate or cede worlds. The Free Worlds League
has multiple delegations to its Parliament that demand to be seated, creating
chaos and confusion, with each one willing to give away worlds they do not own.
Ultimately, the Free Worlds factions are too weak to hold the planets demanded
by the Republic and too interested in fighting each other to oppose the Republic’s
acquisition of those worlds.

3067

3085

At the end of the FedCom Civil War, the various leaders of the Inner Sphere
realize that the new Star League was simply a political maneuver to be used
against the Clans, and subsequently dissolve the League. Almost immediately,
Word of Blake zealots—a reactionary splinter group from ComStar—unleash
a jihad against the entire Inner Sphere, using resources they’ve skimmed from
the Free Worlds League for years to build up a mighty secret army, along with
covertly hired mercenary units, clandestine operations, assassinations and more.
Simultaneously, they flood the HPG network, effectively crashing interstellar
communications. Using agents planted years before, they manipulate House
and Clan communications and cause enough havoc to effectively launch their

Though officially formed in 3081, it is not until 3085 that all but House Liao
formally acknowledge the Republic, sending ambassadorial delegations to Terra.
The worlds in Liao space that fall within the Republic’s umbrella cite their past
independence (Chaos March, pre- and post-) as reason to leave the Capellan
Confederation and join the Republic. House Liao does not relinquish rights to
them, however, and often rattles sabers suggesting that the Republic invaders
will be forced out.
During this same period, from 3085-3093, the Draconis Combine has renewed
trouble with reactionary internal elements that protest the loss of worlds, but are
eventually put down.

TO THE FUTURE
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holy war. With the Word of Blake out to destroy their opponents (as opposed to
the traditional goal of simply taking territory), coupled with the inability to trust
their own intelligence, the leaders of the various factions are thrown into chaos,
allowing the Blakists to slowly gain ground.
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3095-3113
Republic forces are called upon to fight on their borders with the Capellan
Confederation and the Free Worlds League. The FWL battles involve repulsing
“liberation” attacks promulgated by political leaders who try to increase their
power by showing they will stand up to the invaders. These attacks are dealt
with shortly and sharply. Stone threatens to run Republic troops into the FWL
to create a buffer zone of worlds, and the FWL politicians back down.
House Liao approaches the problem differently. Starting in 3104, they engage
in revolutionary and terrorist activities on Republic worlds they once possessed.
They strike primarily at traitors who ceded the worlds, as this also terrorizes local
leaders on the border who have been considering a petition to join the Republic.
In 3111, a Capellan Confederation Warrior House regiment lands on the planet
Liao in an attempt to liberate it, but ends up razing the DropPort and most of the
surrounding city to the ground. Tens of thousands die.
Horrified at such barbarism, the Republic takes the gloves off. Stone sends in
his heaviest units to put down the Liao insurrections in Prefecture V. Unwilling to
back away, House Liao counters with a massive push of front-line units across the
border.
In early 3113, House Liao forces in the Republic are utterly beaten and forced
back into the Confederation. As with the Free Worlds League, the Republic
threatens to invade and create a buffer zone, forcing the Chancellor to sue for
peace.

3130
Devlin Stone announces his withdrawal from public life. He swears he will
return if the Republic, or the rest of the Inner Sphere, ever needs him—then he
vanishes.

3132
Hyperpulse Generator Alpha Stations around the Republic and throughout the
Inner Sphere suffer attacks from without and sabotage from within, effectively
ending interstellar communications for 80 percent of all populated worlds.
No group takes responsibility; no clues point to a single perpetrator. Tensions
heighten between political and social factions, each suspecting the others of
causing the communications breakdown. Fighting breaks out as social pressures
reach critical mass. To compensate for the rarity of military-grade BattleMechs,
many groups and governments mount IndustrialMechs with weaponry and use
these machines in combat. A new battle for control begins, threatening the very
existence of the Republic of the Sphere.

THE REPUBLIC OF THE SPHERE
Both the Great Houses and the Clans have survived for centuries, so a mere
56 years cannot see them undone. Almost all the factions present in previous
BattleTech eras still exist in the Dark Age Era, though a few surprises have been
introduced.
The most significant change, obviously, is the formation of the Republic of the
Sphere in 3081.
The Republic of the Sphere—usually shortened to the Republic—was formed
by Devlin Stone following the final defeat of the Word of Blake forces. With a
huge coalition force and ordinary citizens from every faction loyal to Stone and
his ideals, he announced to the House leaders that he would form a new realm,
taking control of all planets within 120 light-years of Terra (Earth). This task was
made all the easier as those core worlds generally despise the Great Houses.
Local populations view them as the destroyers of the Star League, and the four
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Succession Wars plus the Jihad saw these worlds more brutalized than almost any
others in the Inner Sphere at the hands of those same Great Houses.
Devlin Stone understood that the key to erasing the cultural differences that
had led to centuries of war was to mix the populations on the worlds of his new
Republic. However, he knew that mass deportation and importation of people
was simply impossible on planetary scales. Instead, he instituted numerous
programs that gave monetary and political incentives for people to relocate. This
caused a small but significant amount of population movement throughout the
Republic.
With the factories of war quickly retooled for a peacetime market, the Republic’s
economy boomed. As unrest surged in the territories of the various Houses and
Clans, they were forced to follow suit, paring down their militaries in an effort
to match the Republic’s prosperity and appease their own masses. All of this led
to a “golden age” of peace and prosperity, where an entire generation grew up
without knowing war. When the HPG communications grid goes silent, however,
and ambitious people seek to gain power by whatever means necessary, this
generation finds they must take up the plows that their grandparents fashioned
from swords and turn them back to weapons once more.
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END TRANSMISSION

STEVEN MOHAN, JR.

COMSTAR HPG COMPOUND, GUILDED HALLS, GREENE
PROCYON, PREFECTURE X, THE REPUBLIC
7 AUGUST 3132
The coming of a great storm is often heralded by no more than the merest
stirring of an uneasy wind. Unfortunately, those who could not tell the difference
between a pleasant breeze and the gathering of a storm’s massive power were
sometimes destroyed by the forces they could not see or understand.
Adept VI-(not really) alpha Patricia Harwell made it a point to always know
when the storm was coming.
So she didn’t need anyone to tell her what was happening when Precentor
Jordan DeSolvo stepped into the HPG’s control room, leaned over the screen at
an empty workstation, and sucked in a startled breath. She watched his face go
white as he placed a trembling hand on the console to steady himself.
Patricia leaned against the wall in a quiet corner of the room, arms folded across
her chest, her face empty of all emotion.
Watching.
Anyone watching her would’ve seen a lovely young woman with shoulderlength raven hair wearing white coveralls. The coveralls and the capital “A” at the
corner of her adept insignia marked her as a comtech and ComStar had a million
comtechs.
No one would’ve given her a second look.
DeSolvo swallowed, glanced over at her, saw her watching. He scowled. Then
he waved her over.
She pushed off the wall with one shoulder and strolled across the room with
a decided air of indifference. She wasn’t the HPG’s tech lead. This wasn’t her
problem.
The control room was fifteen meters in diameter reaching up to a domed ceiling.
Consoles and computer equipment ringed the space, paneled in brushed steel.
Black leather chairs sat in front of the consoles, three occupied by technicians in
ComStar white. The floor was green marble.
Well below the room and underground was the HPG core, a plasma chamber
akin to a fusion reactor where microscopic, artificial jump points could be
generated. The chamber was the business end of the HPG, transmitting and
receiving densely packed radio signals through hyperspace. Overhead, atop
the building, was an antenna fifty meters across, which linked the station to its
customers: the billions of inhabitants of Procyon. And a hundred meters away,
also underground, was the fusion reactor that quietly supplied the HPG with the
power needed for its impossible task.
And the task was impossible, by the laws of the universe literally impossible,
which was why they had to tunnel into another universe to send their messages.
Patricia stepped next to DeSolvo. “Another one?” she asked in a low voice.
“We’re working on it,” he said tightly.
“Why work on it? If it’s all just clanking gears and properly calibrated wave
guides, if there really is no ghost in the machine, why not just fix it?”
He glowered at her.
DeSolvo was a reformer, one of the species of leaders that had cast the
great communications company adrift from its technoreligious roots. Patricia
wasn’t sure what she was, secularist or traditionalist. But she knew she didn’t
like DeSolvo’s prissy self-righteousness. Especially when it fractured under the
crushing pressure of repeated failure.
“Maybe,” she said, “you don’t know nearly as much as you pretend to.”
“Maybe,” he said, “you’d have a better appreciation of technical problems if you
really were a technician.”
She shook her head. “So, how bad?”
He exhaled heavily and handed her a carefully folded piece of paper.
She opened it and sucked in a startled breath. “Blake’s Ghost,” she whispered.
She had known the message would be garbled. But the worst part was not the
distorted text. It was the message header: “Ms. Katherine McKenzie, 241 Surefire
Way, Guilded Halls.” Obviously a commercial residence. The subject line said:
“Happy 50th Anniversary.” But what followed was completely wrong. The text was
an eyes-only message for Knight-Errant Ravi Talwar from the Exarch himself.
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Procyon is a battered planet, but a populous one that has
retained an educated, relatively well-off citizenry. Despite the
damage of centuries past, the world has recovered well. The
vestiges of the Star League and old wars are crumbling ruins
while forests and small cities grow once again across the
planet’s surface.
The northern supercontinent of Greene is home to the majority
of Procyon’s cities and agroplexes, along with the capital of
Guilded Halls, while to the south the rocky continent of Halbiero
contains most of Procyon’s major industries. The miniature
island-continents that form the heavily wooded Unspoiled Isles
stretch along the southern hemisphere to the east of Halbiero.
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COMPUTER GAMES
Few properties lend themselves better to electronic entertainment than the
concept of piloting a giant walking ’Mech in combat. Since 1988, the BattleTech
license has had a grand tradition in electronic gaming history. Worked on by
hundreds of talented designers, programmers and artists, and enjoyed by millions
of gamers, BattleTech would push the boundaries of computer and video games
from 1988 up until the present. A literal “Who’s Who” of software companies
have been involved in a tale of software development that rivals the political
machinations of the Inner Sphere.
Jordan Weisman, creator of the universe and boardgame, was instrumental
in launching the BattleTech computer games. Directly involved in every version
before MechWarrior 4, he then moved on to an advisory role, as well as directly
overseeing the Virtual World Entertainment work.

BATTLETECH: THE CRESCENT HAWKS INCEPTION
1988, Publisher: Infocom
Developer: Westwood Associates
Platform: MS-DOS
The first BattleTech PC game, The Crescent Hawks Inception followed the exploits
of 18-year-old Jason Youngblood and the formation of the Crescent Hawks in the
Lyran Commonwealth. Fighting against forces of the Draconis Combine, the first
BattleTech game was an RPG that featured an manga art style for character closeups.
In some ways, Inception is a nod to the MechWarrior RPG, as many encounters
can happen to your pilot outside the safety of a ’Mech.
BattleTech: The Crescent Hawks Inception is notable for being one of the first
titles published by Infocom that was not a text adventure. The computer could
resolve combat automatically, or the player could fight each round. Developer
Westwood Associates stuck with a turn-based, RPG formula for the game, but the
foundation was being laid for greater things.

MECHWARRIOR
1989, Publisher: Activision
Developer: Dynamix
Platform: MS: DOS
The first BattleMech simulator, MechWarrior was a sensation when released in 1989.
The first title to feature a first-person perspective from the cockpit, MechWarrior was
a surprisingly flexible game.
Playing the role of Gideon Vandenberg, leader of the mercenary unit Blazing
Aces, MechWarrior let the player travel the Inner Sphere and work for any of
the five Great Houses. The player could barter for contracts, deal with salvage,
and choose whether or not to follow the main story line. The player was free to
explore the Inner Sphere, or follow clues and clear the name of his family, before
the Fourth Succession War began to rage.
Using flat shaded polygons and running on an improvement of the earlier
Dynamix “Arctic Fox” engine, MechWarrior featured eight classic ’Mech chassis:
Locust, Jenner, Phoenix Hawk, Shadow Hawk, Marauder, Warhammer, Rifleman and
BattleMaster. The title provided solid game play, with some limited AI. Several
mission types were featured, and planning was necessary to deal with extended
deployments where ammo and replacement parts would be scarce. BattleMech
load-outs could not be changed, but weapon systems could be knocked out and
had to be replaced or repaired.
The next time ’Mechs appeared in a first-person environment, they would be
in a very different guise.
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BATTLETECH: THE CRESCENT HAWKS REVENGE
1989, Developer: Westwood Associates
Publisher: Infocom
Platform: MS-DOS
The Crescent Hawks Revenge was Westwood Associates’ follow-up title to
Crescent Hawks Inception. Instead of focusing on an RPG title, Revenge dealt with
’Mech combat and was one of the first implementations of BattleTech rules in a
game. The player could control up to three lances of ’Mechs, call in air support
and artillery, and deal with tanks and infantry.
Taking place during the War of 3039, and then leap-frogging into the Clan
Invasion, this title recognized the expanding digital BattleTech universe with nods
to Activision’s MechWarrior as well. Revenge featured the largest contingent of
playable ’Mechs in any game, covering the majority of Technical Readout: 3050.
Heat was a major issue in this game, and pilots left in the “overburn” mode would
end up shut down on the battlefield.
Completion of the game unlocked a scenario editor that let the player choose
his own forces and the enemy forces on any of the game’s single-player maps.
Revenge has an important place in game history as developer Westwood
Associates began to move away from turn based games. Revenge is generally
recognized as the first Real Time Strategy game; Westwood would continue
the combat concepts begun here and expand them in Dune II, and then reach
blockbuster appeal with Command & Conquer. Revenge also featured a persistent
game world, where mission outcomes affected what ’Mechs and pilots were
available for future missions.
BattleMechs would have to wait almost ten years before they reappeared in a
strategy/war game of this nature.

BATTLETECH CENTER: SYSTEM 1
1990, Developer: Environmental System Projects/Incredible
Technologies
Platform: LBE Center
First appearing at North
Pier in Chicago, Illinois, the
BattleTech Center was the
first multiplayer, networked
BattleMech simulation. The
BattleTech Center was the
pioneering concept in Location Based Entertainment by BattleTech founders
Jordan Wiseman and Ross Babcock. Each cockpit featured more than 104 controls
that actually had an impact on the simulation. Weapons grouping, night vision,
IFF toggles, independent torso control, and more were featured in these six-player
networked games. For the first time, the enemy was man; the entire concept
of the BattleTech Center was that the Fourth Succession War raged on and team
battles would settle the score. The game featured a basic death match and team
death match style.
The custom cockpits ran under an interesting amalgamation of hardware.
Featuring bit-mapped sprites, Clan ’Mechs were first introduced at the BattleTech
Center. The distinctive outline of the Mad Cat was used in signage, and the Vulture,
Loki and Thor were the other featured chassis in the game. Each ’Mech had several
different variants to match pilot styles. While the fiction of the Center was rooted
in 3025, the game art was firmly planted in 3050. Players would end a game and
receive a printed score sheet that detailed the highlights of the battle.
With the introduction of the BattleTech Center, the arms race of more and
more impressive ’Mech simulations began. Publisher Activision would look at the
success of MechWarrior and the potential of the BattleTech Center, and start the
next major evolution of ’Mech combat.
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1992, Developer: Beam Software
Publisher: Activision
Platform: SNES
BattleTech made its first appearance
on a gaming console with the port of
MechWarrior to the Super Nintendo
Entertainment System. Using the same plot
from the PC version, console players get to
experience a similar system of bidding for
mercenary contracts as they attempt to clear their family name.
BattleMech selection included the Nexus, Fujin, Raijin, Crusader and Ragnarok.
Damage locations were simplified to arms, legs, torso and head. The bit-mapped
sprites fought the player in the SNES’s mode 7 3-D environments. The ’Mechs
would be folded into the BattleTech canon with Technical Readout: 3058.

BATTLETECH CENTER/VIRTUAL WORLD BATTLETECH SYSTEM 2/3
1992, Developer: Virtual World Entertainment
Platform: LBE
Tim Disney and Charlie Fink joined with Weisman and Babcock to retool the
BattleTech Center into Virtual World. The LBE hardware underwent its first major
overhaul, moving to a 68000-based, microprocessor-based system. The cockpits
still relied on an ArcNet network, and missions were served from Macintosh-based
Operations Consoles. The gaming experience was extended with the introduction
of 2-D Mission Reviews at the end of the game in addition to printed score sheets.
’Mechs became flat shaded polygons, and the system was upgraded to reliably
support eight-player games. System 2/3 would have a reliable multi-player frame
rate of 18-20 fps.
The Avatar and Sunder were introduced to the public in this software release.
The final software release featured a version of Indirect Fire for missile systems—
the only appearance to date of Indirect Fire in a BattleTech-based game.
The System 2/3 version of BattleTech drove Virtual World to expand to more
than thirteen sites in six different countries around the world. The type of multiplayer gaming featured at these sites would blossom with Internet gaming later
in the decade.
Virtual World BattleTech continued to offer groundbreaking software with the
later implementation of SiteLink that allowed cockpits from different locations
to link up for multi-player games. Sites were linked with dedicated ISDN lines to
accommodate the bandwidth of the network traffic for lag-free games. SiteLink
was added to Virtual World in 1993, spearheaded by Greg Corson.

BATTLETECH: A GAME OF ARMORED COMBAT
1994, Developer: Extreme Entertainment
Publisher: Sega
Platform: Sega Genesis
BattleTech returned to the consoles
in 1994. BattleTech: A Game of Armored
Combat was an action title that featured
the player piloting a Mad Cat from a
third-person isometric perspective.
Similar in style to the popular Strike
series from Electronic Arts, BattleTech:
A Game of Armored Combat featured a
push through the Inner Sphere as part
of the Invading Clans under the direction of Colonel Ward. Combat went from
Alshain, Satalice, Ridderkirk and Avon, against Elementals and ’Mechs—both
Clan and Inner Sphere—including the Marauder, Stormcrow, Thunderbolt,
Wasp, Wolverine and Uller.
Several of the developers of BattleTech: A Game of Armored Combat would see
this as their entry into the BattleTech universe. Producers/game designers Denny
Thorley and David Luehmann would see it as their introduction to the battlefield
of the 31st century. They would be major players in the future of BattleTech as
electronic entertainment in the coming decade.
BattleTech: A Game of Armored Combat was ported to the SNES under the title of
BattleTech: 3050 by Malibu Games, and published by Activision in 1994.
Developed at the same time by Extreme was BattleTech: Gray Death Legion for
the Sega CD. Utilizing the Sega CD hardware for sprite scaling and a 3-D mode

G A M E S
similar to the SNES Mode 7, this was the next cockpit-based viewpoint seen on a
console system. Extreme closed its doors before the title was released, after which
Thorley joined Jordan Wiseman to found FASA Interactive and develop titles
based on FASA’s catalog of pen-and-paper original products.

MULTI-PLAYER BATTLETECH EGA
1994, Developer: Kesmai
Platform: MS-DOS
Using a heavily modified version of the original MechWarrior engine, Kesmai
took MechWarriors online for the first time via Genie. At this time, if players went
online, they were still using modems with blazing high speeds of 1200 or 2400
baud.
Kesmai’s version of BattleTech divided players up into the classic Houses and let
them battle it out for control of planets for the glory of their Houses. Games were
still primarily death match and team death match missions. Kesmai’s version of
BattleTech would face a major challenge with the next Activision release for the
PC the following year.
Multi-player BattleTech fans would form one of the first dedicated online
gaming communities that would predict the online Quake Clans and the eventual
rise of MMORPG titles in the 21st century.

MECHWARRIOR 2: 31ST CENTURY COMBAT
1995, Developer/Publisher: Activision
Platform: MS-DOS/Windows
Activision raised the bar on ’Mech
combat with this groundbreaking
game in 1995. Originally developed as
MechWarrior 2: The Clans and featuring
bit-mapped cockpit art with flat shaded
polygon environments and ’Mechs similar
in style to LucasArts’ popular X-Wing and
TIE Fighter simulation series, MechWarrior
2: The Clans got as far as CES previews
using a full-up foot pedal and dual hand
control setup that began to rival what was
seen at Virtual World Centers. Activision
decided to scrap this bit-mapped
approach and pushed with a new vision of
MechWarrior 2 that featured all flat shaded
polygons. With the restructure of the game, the other four Invading Clans were
abandoned, and the game focused on Clan Wolf and Clan Jade Falcon. The
narrative also shifted from an open-ended game of the first MechWarrior to a
rigid mission-based structure. It is the first in a three-game license with FASA
that will introduce millions to the BattleTech universe.
Clan Jade Falcon and Clan Wolf are locked in the Refusal War after the Clan
Invasion, and the game is played from both perspectives. The ’Mech complement
contains most of the Clan ’Mechs from Technical Readout: 3050. The friendly rivalry
between Activision and Virtual World was apparent in this title, as one warehouse
that a player discovers is filled with “VWE Cockpits.”
MechWarrior 2 was the last MS-DOS title for BattleTech, and the first using new
Windows 95 technology. The title was given a second Windows-based release.
It was also one of the first 3-D games that started to make use of new Graphics
Accelerators. Besides being a bona fide hit title, MechWarrior 2 went on to become
one of the largest OEM pack in titles in history for demonstrating new Graphics
Cards. MechWarrior 2 allows for complete customization of a ’Mech load-out, and
when it finally went online with Net-Mech, tweaked player load-outs led to oneshot kill contests.
Artists at Digital Domain initially did the pre-rendered CG opening and end
movies, but some final rendering was actually provided by FASA’s own computers,
under the supervision of Jamie Marshall.
During the 1994 Virtual World Cup in Las Vegas, Activision was a major sponsor
as Virtual World players from around the world competed. Activision showcased
MechWarrior 2 at the event. Many players forlornly looked at the opening movies
and dreamed of a day when game play could match that vision. They didn’t need
to wait too long.
Tim Morten led the charge at Activision, involved with both incarnations of
MechWarrior 2, and continued with the series at Activision.
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The BattleTech animated series aired in 1994, produced for syndication by Saban Entertainment. It ran for 13 episodes and
was noteworthy for its blending of traditional animation techniques with computer animation (for the battle scenes).
The series followed the adventures of Major Adam Steiner and the 1st Somerset Strikers, a freelance military unit on a
mission to fight the Clan invaders in 3050 and liberate Major Steiner’s homeworld of Somerset from the clutches of Clan
Jade Falcon.
A line of toys were released in support of the cartoon by Tyco.

This is the Inner Sphere—
thousands of planets colonized
by humankind. Once it was
united under the Star League,
but for the last three hundred
years it has been consumed
by savage wars. Until a new
enemy appeared—mysterious
invaders known as the Clans.
Powerful and ruthless, they
struck like lightning, attacking
every sector at once. But they
made one big mistake: they
attacked my home planet! Now,
in the spirit of the Star League,
ancient enemies have reunified
… and we’re gonna

take back our galaxy!
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BATTLETECH COMIC BOOKS

JOYRIDE MECHWARRIOR TOYS
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BATTLETECHNOLOGY MAGAZINE
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L I C E N S E E S

K’NEX MECHWARRIOR MAD CAT KIT

BATTLETECH KEY CHAINS

VIDE
VI
VIDEO
DEOO GA
GAME
ME SSTRATEGY
TRAT
TR
ATEG
EGYY GU
GUID
GUIDE
IDEE
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G A M E
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
BattleTech is much more than a board game. Vibrant, strong and still growing
after twenty-five years, the fictional universe and the valiant struggles of its
dynamic human characters, set against a far-future battlefield, have endeared it
to millions of fans and will continue to do so into the future.
To convey the universe to the BattleTech community (as well as demonstrate
how players can take that universe and integrate it into the game system), a host
of different lines of rulebooks, sourcebooks, scenario packs, campaign packs, box
sets, and so on, have been published over the last 25 years.
As players read through the bibliography or encounter BattleTech sourcebooks
and rulebooks beyond this book, they will encounter books that bear the title
“BattleTech” and other products that bear the title “Classic BattleTech.” What’s the
difference? BattleTech was originally published by FASA Corporation. When FASA
Corporation closed its doors the BattleTech property was purchased by WizKids
LLC, who licensed the rights to continue to produce books in the same vein as
FASA Corporation to FanPro LLC. WizKids leapt the timeline forward to create
MechWarrior: Dark Age, a collectible miniatures game (see p. 238), set 65 years into
BattleTech’s future, at that time. To help ensure there was no brand confusion, the
word “Classic” was added to the BattleTech title, though the game and its fictional
setting remained the same. To celebrate the 25th anniversary of BattleTech,
Catalyst Game Labs, the current publisher of BattleTech books, has secured the
rights to revert “Classic BattleTech” to “BattleTech.” However, regardless of what title
a book bears, it’s all BattleTech and it’s all part of the skein that has been woven of
a fantastic universe that’s fun to visit at the table top and between the pages of
any of its book.
The following is a complete bibliography of products—whether novels,
rulebooks, sourcebooks, game aids and so on—published by FASA Corporation,
FanPro LLC, WizKids LLC or Catalyst Game Labs for the BattleTech universe.

STORY FICTION

THE PRICE OF GLORY

William H. Keith, 1987 (reprint, 1993)
BT Dates: 12/01/3027 to 04/01/3028
After capturing Sirius V from the Capellans for House
Marik, the Gray Death receives a landhold on Helm, but
the Legion is betrayed, framed, and attacked as ComStar
and an ambitious Free Worlds noble attempt to seize
their new home. In the struggle, the Legion uncovers a
Star League facility packed with lostech and information
that becomes known as the Gray Death Memory Core.

THE SPIDER AND THE WOLF (GRAPHIC NOVEL)

Gideon & Scott Oehler, 1986
Comic book detailing adventures of the Black Widow Company of Wolf’s
Dragoons and a mission of revenge against Anton Marik.

SHRAPNEL: FRAGMENTS FROM THE INNER SPHERE

Various, 1988
A collection of 15 mostly character-driven short stories covering various aspects
of the BattleTech universe in the 3025-3030 era, including Solaris VII, Tormano
Liao, Cranston Snord, Natasha Kerensky, Duke Ricol (of GDL fame) and the Gray
Death Legion.

DECISION AT THUNDER RIFT
WARRIOR: EN GARDE (THE WARRIOR TRILOGY, VOL. I)

William H. Keith, 1986 (reprint, 1992)
BT Dates: 08/01/3024 to 11/30/3024
The formation of the Gray Death Legion from the remains of Carlyle’s
Commando’s on Trell I is detailed in this book, which also gives an account of Duke
Ricol (the “Red Duke”), a Kurita noble, and his effort to seize the Lyran world.

THE SWORD AND THE DAGGER
Ardath Mayhar, 1987
BT Dates: not given (pre-Fourth Succession War)
Maximilian Liao places a double on the throne of New Avalon in an effort to
take over House Davion and the Federated Suns, but is thwarted by Ardan Sortek,
commander of Prince Hanse Davion’s personal guard.

WARRIOR: RIPOSTE (THE WARRIOR TRILOGY, VOL. II)

Michael A. Stackpole, 1988 (reprint, 1998)
BT Dates: 10/10/3027 to 02/14/3029
The wedding of Melissa Steiner to Hanse Davion sparks the beginning of the
Fourth Succession War with assaults by the Lyran and Federated realms on their
neighbors. House Liao’s Capellan Confederation is hardest hit.

MERCENARY’S STAR

William H. Keith, 1987 (reprint, 1992)
BT Dates: 10/01/3025 to 08/30/3026
Grayson Carlyle continues to build his Gray Death Legion and takes his first
mission as a mercenary commander after journeying to Galatea, the so-called
Mercenary’s Star. The new mission takes the Legion to Verthandi, another Lyran
world recently overrun by minions of House Kurita’s Duke Ricol, where they train
the local resistance and ultimately drive out the Combine conquerors.
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Michael A. Stackpole, 1988 (reprint, 1998)
BT Dates: 11/27/3026 to 06/05/3027
The preamble to the Fourth Succession War begins with the Kell Hounds
escorting the Lyran Commonwealth’s Archon-designate Melissa Steiner to a
secret meeting with Hanse Davion, Prince of the Federated Suns. Also featured
are Justin Allard’s adventures on Solaris VII in a scheme to infiltrate House Liao.

WOLVES ON THE BORDER

Robert N. Charrette, 1988 (reprint, 1996)
BT Dates: 03/09/3023 to 05/27/3028
Wolf’s Dragoons battle House Kurita on the Davion border in this Fourth
Succession War book that also delves into Takashi Kurita’s obsession with the
Dragoons and the epic conflict between Minobu Tetsuhara and Jaime Wolf.
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B I B L I O G R A P H Y
BATTLEFORCE

BATTLETECH COMPENDIUM:
THE RULES OF WARFARE

1989
First edition rules for large-scale combat
operations for BattleTech. Designed to make it
possible to conduct larger battles in the same
amount of time one might play out a standard oneon-one game.

1994
A revised compilation of all BattleTech rules
published to date, covering all aspects of BattleTech
combat, but downplaying aerospace fighter rules
to emphasize their role as support elements for the
ground battle.

BATTLETROOPS
BATTLETECH TACTICAL HANDBOOK

1989
Rules for conducting infantry-level actions in
BattleTech, rather than resorting to MechWarrior
RPG rules. The combat system is more akin to a
BattleTech game than the role-playing aspect,
based mainly on action points.

1994
Designed to give comprehensive rules for largerscale campaigns and the detailed running of military operations using BattleTech
units. Rules covering everything from battlefield repair and scavenging, logistical
operations, maintaining manpower and coordinating various aspects of BattleTech
combat are featured, as well as several experimental weapons devised by the
various factions of the Inner Sphere and Clans.

THE BATTLETECH COMPENDIUM
1990
A compilation and revision of all BattleTech rules published to date, including
the introduction of Star League weapons and Clan equipment, OmniMech
construction rules, aerospace fighter and vehicular construction and combat
rules.

MECHWARRIOR, SECOND EDITION
1991
Second edition rules for the MechWarrior RPG system; revises rules for pointbased character creation, role-playing, and combat with greater flexibility than the
first edition and incorporates the Clans. Summations of the BattleTech universe’s
history, military basics, key faction run-downs and the like are provided.

CLANTROOPS

MECHWARRIOR COMPANION
1995
A rules expansion for MechWarrior, Second Edition, this book features expanded
rules for skill use, new character skill packages, advantages, expanded rules for
personal combat involving heavy combat units such as ‘Mechs and vehicles,
environmental rules, creature rules and new equipment.

BATTLETECH, 4TH EDITION
1996
Expanded basic rules covering Level 1 (3025 and earlier-era tech) and Level
2 (Star League, post-3050 and Clan tech) equipment. Released in a boxed set
including cardboard counters of several Inner Sphere and Clan designs as well
as maps.

MAXIMUM TECH
1991
An expansion for BattleTroops, ClanTroops adds battle armor to the standard
BattleTroops rules and provides additional rules to give the original game system
more flexibility.

1997 (original), 1999 (revised)
Expanded rules—many classified as Level 3 (optional and illegal for tournament
play)—are added to BattleTech in this product. Among the features are new
equipment, special weather and terrain rules compiled from previous scenario
packs, new repair and scavenging rules, expanded vehicle rules, the new Battle
Value system and a listing of all published stock units with their BVs calculated.

BATTLETECH, 3RD EDITION
1992 (re-released 1994)
Expanded basic rules, including Level 1 (3025 and earlier-era tech) and Level 2
(Star League, post-3050 and Clan tech) equipment rules. Released in a boxed set
including plastic miniatures of several Inner Sphere designs as well as maps.

BATTLESPACE
1993
This boxed set revises and replaces AeroTech with
new rules, maps, counters and stats for everything
from aerospace fighters and conventional aircraft
to DropShips, JumpShips, and WarShips in the Clan
and Inner Sphere aerospace navies. Scenarios and
overviews of naval history are also included for
reference and game play.

BATTLEFORCE 2
1998
A boxed set that updates the original edition large-scale combat game,
BattleForce 2 is a complete ground-up revision with various scales of combat from
company-on-company tactical rules to planet-wide campaign rules. Maps and
counters are included.

BATTLETECH MASTER RULES
1998 (original), 2001 (revised)
A revised compilation of all BattleTech rules published to date, with the exception
of aerospace fighters, covering all Level 1 and Level 2 rules for BattleTech combat,
and incorporating new equipment that surfaced in the Field Manuals (up to their
print date).

MECHWARRIOR, THIRD EDITION
CITYTECH, 2ND EDITION
1994
Expanded urban rules, including Level 1 (3025
and earlier-era tech) and Level 2 (Star League, post-3050 and Clan tech) equipment
rules, plus vehicles. Released in a boxed set including plastic miniatures of several
Inner Sphere and Clan designs as well as maps.

1999
A completely reworked version of the MechWarrior role-playing game, featuring
a gloss-over history and overview of the Inner Sphere and Clans and an organic
life path character generation system.
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